This article introduces a proper redefinition of the concept of bottleneck Steiner distance for the Prize-Collecting Steiner Problem. This allows the application of reduction tests known to be effective on Steiner Problem in Graphs in their full power. Computational experiments attest the effectiveness of the proposed tests.
Introduction
The
Prize-Collecting Steiner Problem (PCSP) consists of given a connected graph G = (V, E), positive edge costs c(e) (also denoted by c(u, v) when e = (u, v)), and non-negative vertex profits p(i); find a subtree (V , E ) of G maximizing e∈V p(i)− e∈E c(e).
Vertices with positive profits, those in the set T = {i ∈ V | p(i) > 0}, are called terminals. This problem is gaining much attention in the last years due to its practical applications on network design. The Steiner Problem in Graphs (SPG) can be viewed as the particular case of the PCSP where terminal profits are high enough to assure that all of them must be any optimal solution.
The practical efficiency of algorithms for the SPG increased dramatically in recent years. The sequence of results reported in [13, 15, 16, 19, 17, 14, 12] on the main benchmark instances from the literature [8] improve by two or three orders of magnitude upon the results from previous articles, like [7] . The strength of those new algorithms lies on a complex combination of reduction tests, primal heuristics, dual heuristics and branch-and-cut. Reduction tests are a key part of those combos.
The first reduction tests for the SPG were introduced by Beasley [2] , Balakrishnan and Patel [1] and Voss [18] . They were generalized by Duin and Volgenant [5] in a work that established a set of reduction tests widely used in the 1990's decade. The most important such tests are based on the concept of bottleneck Steiner distances. More recently, Uchoa et al. [17] enhanced Duin and Volgenant's tests with the idea of expansion. This idea was further developed by Polzin and Vahdati [14] . The reduction tests with expansion still rely on Bottleneck Steiner distances.
Current algorithms for the PCSP are not as advanced as their SPG counterparts. This is statement is certainly true when one considers reduction tests. Recent algorithms like [3] , [10] , [9] , and [11] apply weakened versions of Duin and Volgenant's tests obtained by replacing the bottleneck Steiner distances by standard distances. This weakening makes those tests much less effective.
This article proposes a new definition of bottleneck Steiner distances on the PCSP context. This redefinition allows the application of Duin and Volgenant's tests (and their enhancements with the idea of expansion) in their full power on the PCSP, just like they are now applied on the SPG. There is only one important difference. Computing exact bottleneck distances on the SPG can be done in polynomial time. On the other hand, it is shown that computing bottleneck distances on the PCSP is NP-hard. This point does not hinder the practical use of the new tests. Most current SPG codes only use fast and efficient heuristics to compute bottleneck distances. Similar heuristics also work on the PCSP, as shown by the computational experiments in the last section.
Reduction tests for the SPG
Reduction tests are procedures devised to transform an original instance into a smaller equivalent instance. An edge e ∈ E is said to be choosable if there is at least one optimal solution containing e and redundant if there is at least one optimal solution not containing e. Some reduction tests try to identify choosable and redundant edges. Once a choosable edge e = (u, v) is identified, it can be forced into the solution and its endpoints u and v may be contracted. A redundant edge is simply deleted from the graph. In either case, the size of the instance is reduced. Other reduction tests lead to more complex graph transformations. Reduction tests may be successively applied to already reduced graphs, until no further reduction is possible. Some very simple tests are: In order to introduce more complex tests, we review the definition of bottleneck Steiner distance on the SPG context. Let u and v be two distinct vertices in V . Let P(u, v) denote the set of all simple paths joining u to v. The standard distance between vertices u and v is defined as
where c(P ) denotes the sum of the costs of the edges in path P . For P ∈ P(u, v), let T (P ) be {u, v} ∪ (T ∩ P ), i.e. the vertex-set formed by u, v and the terminals in P . Two vertices x and y in T (P ) are said to be consecutive if the subpath from x to y in P contains no other vertices in T (P ). The Steiner distance SD(P ) is the length of the longest subpath in P joining two consecutive vertices in T (P ). The bottleneck Steiner distance between vertices u and v is defined as
A nice interpretation for bottleneck distances (that appears, for instance in [4, 7] ) is to consider G as a road system, T as petrol stations and a driver who wants to go from u to v. Then B(u, v) is the minimum distance he must be able to drive without refilling in order to reach his destination.
The bottleneck Steiner distance without passing through a given edge e is defined as
If e disconnects u and v, B(u, v) −e = ∞. The key concept of bottleneck distance allowed Duin and Volgenant [5] to propose strong reduction tests, generalizing some ideas which appeared earlier in the literature [2, 1, 18] . The most important such tests, in terms of graph reductions obtained, are the SD and the NTD-3 tests. The graph transformation given by the NTD-3 test is not much advantageous by itself, since the number of edges remains the same. But some of the newly created edges are quite likely to be immediately eliminated by the SD test. Duin and Volgenant actually introduced a general test NTD-k for non-terminals with any degree k, based on bottleneck distances. They also proposed another test that does not use bottleneck distances. 
Test 5 Non-terminal degree 3 (NTD-3) -Let u be a non-terminal vertex with degree 3, adjacent to vertices v, w, and z. If
The new tests introduced in Uchoa et al. [17] are enhancements of the SD and the NTD-k tests with the idea of expansion. Loosely speaking, this idea means probing the instance to dynamically build a chain of logical implications of the kind "if edge e appear in some optimal solution R then edge f must also be in R" in order to prove that some graph reduction can be indeed performed. Such probing is heavily based on the concept of bottleneck distances.
Reduction tests for the PCSP
Consider a PCSP instance. Again, let u and v be two distinct vertices in V and let P(u, v) denote the set of all simple paths joining u to v. Consider a path P ∈ P(u, v). Define P (x, y) as the subpath of P between two given vertices x and y in P . Define the Steiner distance associated to this subpath as
i.e. the sum of the edge costs in this subpath, minus the sum of the profits of vertices in the interior of this subpath. The Steiner distance associated to the whole path P is:
Finally, the bottleneck Steiner distance between vertices u and v is defined as
The new definition of bottleneck distances for the PCSP can be interpreted as follows. Consider G as a road system, c(i, j) as the number of units of fuel needed to drive from i to j and the vertices as petrol stations that have only p(i) units of fuel available. Suppose that a driver wants to go from u to v, starting with a full tank. Then B(u, v) is the minimum tank capacity (in units of fuel) necessary to reach v. In the SPG case, terminals can be viewed as petrol stations an unlimited quantity of fuel in stock, so the vehicle tank can be always completely refilled. {u, a, b, c, d, e, f, v} is 10, the same of the subpath {b, c, d , e}. Going back to the vehicle analogy, we can say that a tank capacity of 10 units is enough to travel from u to v by that path. The vehicle starts at u with a full tank, reaches b with 5 units left, completes the tank with more 5 units, reaches c with 2 units left, puts more 4 units, reaches e with the tank empty, fill it with 10 units (from the 15 available), reaches f with 5 units left, puts more 3 units and finally arrives at v with 2 units left.
Theorem 1 Test SD with the new definition of bottleneck Steiner distance is valid for the PCSP.

Proof: Suppose that B(u, v) −(u,v) ≤ c(u, v). Let P ∈ P(u, v) be a path not using edge (u, v) such that SD(P ) = B(u, v).
Let R be a solution tree using edge (u, v). Removing (u, v) from R creates two subtrees. Let R u be the one containing vertex u and R v be the other, containing v. Pick two vertices x and y from P such that x ∈ R u , y ∈ R v but no other vertices in P (x, y) are in R. Since
is a solution tree at least as good as R. Therefore, there is an optimal solution that does not use (u, v).
Tests NTD-1 and NTD-2 are clearly valid for the PCSP.
Theorem 2 Test NTD-3 with the new definition of bottleneck Steiner distance is valid for the PCSP.
Proof: Without loss of generality, suppose that B(v, w) + B(v, z) ≤ c(u, v) + c(u, w) + c(u, z),
since the other two cases are similar. Let P 1 ∈ P(v, w) be a path such that SD(P 1 ) = B(v, w) and P 2 ∈ P(v, z) be a path such that SD(P 2 ) = B(v, z). Let R be a solution tree using vertex u with degree 3. Removing u and its adjacent edges from R, we obtain the subtrees R v , R w , and R z . Pick two vertices x 1 and y 1 from P 1 such that x 1 ∈ R w , y 1 ∈ R v but no other vertices in the subpath P 1 (x 1 , y 1 ) are in R. Similarly, pick two vertices x 2 and y 2 from P 2 such that x 2 ∈ R z , y 2 ∈ R v but no other vertices in the subpath P 2 (x 2 , y 2 ) are in R. Since SD (P 1 (x 1 , y 1 
is a solution tree at least as good as R. Vertex u has degree at most 2 in R (otherwise B(v, w) + B(v, z) > c(u, v) + c(u, w) + c(u, z)).
The applicability of tests NTD-k can be increased by considering as non-terminals not only vertices with zero profit. One can consider a vertex u with positive profit as a "non-terminal" if it can be shown that u would never appear as a leaf in some optimal solution. For instance, if p(u) is less or equal to the cost of the cheapest edge adjacent to u. The graph transformations produced by the tests must be slightly changed when p(u) > 0. On test NTD-2, (u, v) and (u, w) must be replaced by an edge (v, w) with cost c(u, v) + c(u, w) − p(u). A similar change must be done on NTD-3. The TD-1 test is applied as follows: a terminal u of degree 1 and its adjacent edge (u, v) can be removed; if p(u) − c(u, v) > 0, this difference should be added to p (v) .
All the tests with expansion can also be applied on the PCSP with the new definitions of bottleneck distances and "non-terminals". We do not prove this here, but it is quite easy to adapt the proofs found in [17] to this new context. The only SPG test that is not easily adapted to the PCSP is TDist. Its direct application depends on showing that both vertices t 1 and t 2 (as in the test definition) belong to some optimal solution. This can be hard, except on instances where some terminals have very large profits with respect to edge costs. However, the following weakening of the TDist test is valid: c(u, v) ≤ 0 and c(u, v) = min (u,t)∈E c(u, t) , then u and v can be merged into one vertex of profit c(u, v) .
Test 7 Minimum Adjacency (MA) -Let u and v be two adjacent terminal vertices. If min{p(u), p(v)}−
The MA test was already used in [9] . This test does not need to assume that u and v belong to some optimal solution. The reasoning here is: if u or v belong to some optimal solution then (u, v) also belong to some optimal solution. This may lead to other PCSP tests. For instance, if min{p(u), p(v)} − c(u, v) ≤ 0 and (u, v) is a cut-edge of the graph, then u and v can be merged into a single vertex.
Computing Bottleneck Steiner Distances
A table with the exact bottleneck Steiner distances for all pairs of vertices in a SPG instance can be computed in O(|V | 3 ) time [4] . Computing exact bottleneck Steiner distances on a PCSP instance can be much harder. Define this problem in a more formal way. 
Theorem 3 Prize-Collecting Bottleneck Distance is NP-hard.
Proof: The Hamiltonian path problem, find a simple path visiting all vertices in a graph, is widely known to be NP-hard. The following version of the problem, find a simple path between two given vertices visiting all the other vertices in a graph, is easily shown to be NP-hard too. This version is formally defined as follows. The above theorem rules out the computation of exact bottleneck distances on reduction tests for the PCSP. One must use heuristics instead. Such kind of heuristics are widely used when applying reduction tests on SPG, since the O(n 3 ) time for an exact computation is considered excessive. Those heuristics are fast and very effective, they yield upper bounds on the true bottleneck distances so tight that the amount of graph reduction obtained by the tests barely changes. This is possible because the tests (even those with expansion) almost always ask for distances between vertices that are very close in the graph. Only a few terminals in that neighborhood are likely to be relevant in that computation.
Computational Experiments
In order to evaluate the practical performance of the new tests, a preprocessing package containing tests NTD-1, NTD-2, TD-1, MA, SD (with expansion) and NTD-3 (with expansion) was implemented. The bottleneck distances B(u, v) were heuristically computed by only considered paths in P(u, v) containing at most two terminal vertices. Two types of instances were used: the P instances proposed by Johnson et al. [6] , and the C and D instances proposed by Canuto et al. [3] . Those instances appear on most recent literature on PCSP, including [9, 10, 11] . On all those works, the reductions obtained by applying the weakened versions of Duin and Volgenant's tests were similar, Tables 1-3 compare the proposed preprocessing with the one from Ljubić et al. [9] . Rows Avg. Ratio give the average ratio between the sizes of the reduced and original instances (in terms of vertices and edges).
The improvements obtained with the new tests are very significant. Some instances can even be solved by preprocessing alone. In those cases, the final reduced graph contains a single vertex with profit equal to the optimal solution value. Large instances with many terminals, like C20-A, C20-B, D20-A and D20-B, could be quickly solved in this way.
Summarizing, the results obtained on benchmark instances from the literature are quite satisfactory. As expected, on instances with more terminals, bottleneck Steiner distances are likely to be significantly smaller than standard distances, leading to larger reductions. It is worthy to mention that the practical applications mentioned in Canuto et al. [3] , Lucena and Resende [10] (telecommunications network design) and in Ljubić et al. [9] (gas distribution) provide instances where almost all vertices have positive profits. 
